MMRDA employees celebrate 43rd Anniversary
The Financial Capital is being pampered, deservedly
U.P.S. Madan, Metropolitan Commissioner

Mumbai, January 31, 2018 – “Mumbai, the financial capital of our country is being
pampered, and deservedly so”, said Mr. U.P.S. Madan, Metropolitan Commissioner,
MMRDA, while celebrating MMRDA’s 43rd anniversary at Shanmukhananda
Auditorium today along with employees. Mr. Madan was referring to the number of Metro
and other infra projects that are being implemented by MMRDA in the city of Mumbai
and its metropolitan region. “Considering the influx of people to the city and its region,
the number of jobs that the city offers and the increasing stress on the suburban
railways; Metro Rail projects have been the need of the hour for a long time. And, now
that many metro corridors, connecting the city with its region, are being implemented; I
think the financial capital is receiving the deserved attention”, explained the MMRDA
Chief.
Mr. Madan also elaborated that the introduction of Metro corridors has also created many
job opportunities. He also announced the regularization of most of the contracted
employees.
“Successful implementation of projects requires successful land acquisition, and am very
happy to receive your unwavering cooperation”, said Mr. Pravind Darade, Additional
Metropolitan Commissioner, MMRDA, while addressing the employees. Mr. Darade is in
charge of all Metro projects implemented by MMRDA. “You and I, serving MMRDA, will
ultimately serve more than 50 lakh commuters who will travel comfortably and safely by
various Metro corridors in the near future”, said Mr. Darade. He further insisted on
delivering the Metro projects to the city as early as possible.
All three organizations – Backward Class Employees’ Union, Employees’ Union and
MMRDA Officers’ Association expressed their satisfaction for the demands granted by the
MMRDA.
MMRDA employees, on the occasion, also enjoyed Akshay Joshi written Marathi play “Dil
toh bachha hai ji”, directed by Prasad Khandekar.
The Anniversary was organized by MMRDA’s Sanskrutik Kala and Krida Mandal.

